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NOTE ON THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTUREOF SUPERINTEGRABLE SYSTEMS�C. Gonera and M. MajewskiDepartment of Theoretial Physis II, University of �ód¹Pomorska 149/153, 90-236 �ód¹, Poland(Reeived January 3, 2001)The algebrai struture underlying Winternitz system is found to beuniversal for maximally superintegrable systems.PACS numbers: 02.30.Hq 1. IntrodutionAording to the well known de�nition [1℄ a dynamial system of Ndegrees of freedom is integrable if there exist N globally de�ned mutu-ally Poisson-ommuting isolating integrals of motion Fk; k = 1; :::; N: Un-der some mild global assumptions (for example, ompatness, i.e. a on-�ning harater of interpartile fores) the hypersurfaes Fk = onst. areN -dimensional tori invariant under the dynamial map determined by theHamiltonian. The new, ation-angle variables are de�ned as follows:Jk = 12�Xi Zk pidqi ; k = 1; :::; n ; (1)where k are generators of the homotopy group of invariant tori and theorientation is hosen suh that Jk > 0; the anonially onjugated anglevariables 'k parametrize the irles S1 one the invariant torus is identi�edwith (S1)N : In terms of new variables the equations of motion read_Jk = 0 ;_'k = !k(J) = �H(J)�Jk : (2)� Supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grant 2 P03B134 16. (1167)



1168 C. Gonera, M. MajewskiIn the generi ase there are no other global isolating integrals of motion. Ifthere are suh integrals, the system is alled superintegrable. The maximalnumber of additional integrals is N � 1; the orresponding system is alledmaximally superintegrable.Maximal superintegrability implies that all trajetories are losed or,equivalently, all ratios !k(J)=!l(J) are rational numbers. The additionalintegrals an be hosen as follows: if nk!k(J) = nl!l(J) with (no summa-tion), nk; nl integers, then os(nk'k � nl'l) is globally de�ned onstant ofmotion [2℄.It is easy to �nd the general form of maximally superintegrable system.Typially, !k(J) are ontinuous funtions. Therefore!k(J) = mk!(J) ; (3)where mk 2 Z and !(J) is some funtion of ation variables. Due to Eq. (2)!(J)mk = �H�Jk ; k = 1; :::; N (4)Eq. (4) implies H = H  NXk=1mkJk! : (5)Important examples of superintegrable systems are isotropi harmoni os-illator, Kepler problem, Calogero�Moser model [3, 4℄ and Winternitz sys-tem [5℄.To a superintegrable system one an assoiate a nontrivial symmetryalgebra. To see this let us note that the Poisson braket of two integrals ofmotion (whih, for superintegrable systems, is generially nonvanishing) isagain a onstant of motion so it must be a funtion of 2N � 1 independentintegrals. Generially, the resulting algebra is nonlinear. For some ases itlinearlizes on some submanifold (as for the Kepler problem on hypersurfaeof onstant energy) or an be linearized by judiious hoie of basi integrals.The latter was shown by Evans [6℄ to be the ase for Winternitz system. Inthe present note we show that the Evans result an be immediately extendedto any superintegrable system.2. The dynamial algebra of superintegrable systemsLet us assume that we have a superintegrable system of N degrees offreedom. In the �on�ning� part of phase spae one introdues the ation-angle variables Jk; 'k; k = 1; :::; N: As explained in Se. 1, superintegrability



Note on the Algebrai Struture of Superintegrable Systems 1169implies !k(J) = mk!(J): Let m be the least ommon multiple of j mk j andlet lk � m=mk: De�ne new omplex valued variablesak �rJklk e�ilk'k ; a�k �rJklk eilk'k ; (6)it an happen that Jk=lk < 0 but the phases of square roots an be hosenarbitrarily. The variables ak are de�ned globally. Therefore, they are ex-pressible in terms of original anonial variables qi; pi: The basi Poissonbraket readfak; alg = 0 ; fa�k; a�l g = 0 ; fak; a�l g = �iÆkl (7)i.e. we get Weyl algebra WN : It follows also immediately from Eqs. (2),(6)_ak = im!(J)ak; _a�k = �im!(J)a�k : (8)Therefore Tik � aia�k (9)are integrals of motion and it follows easily from the disussion of Se. 1that all 2N � 1 independent integrals are expressible in terms of Tik: Forexample, H = H  m NXi=1 Tii! : (10)The funtions Tik obey u(N) algebrafTij ; Tklg = iÆilTkj � iÆjkTil : (11)Therefore, a proper hoie of �nite set of linearly independent (but funtion-ally dependent) integrals of motion linearizes the algebra.Following Evans [6℄ we introdue additional funtionsPij = aiaj; Qij = a�i a�j (12)whih lose together with Tij to sp(2N;R) algebrafTij ; Pklg = �iÆikPil � iÆjlPik ;fTij ; Qklg = iÆikQjl + iÆilQjk ;fPij ; Qklg = iÆikTjl + iÆilTjk + iÆjkTil + iÆjlTik : (13)The onjugay relations areQ�ij = Pij ; T �ij = Tji : (14)



1170 C. Gonera, M. Majewski3. ConlusionsWe have shown that linear struture of the algebra of integrals of motion,revealed by Evans [6℄ in the ase of Winternitz system, is the general propertyof maximally superintegrable systems. The integrals linearising the algebraare, in general quite ompliated, single-valued funtions on phase spae.Their omplexity is the prie one has to pay for having a linear struture.One an also ask what are the onsequenes for quantum theory. It is wellknown that the quantum theory in the quasilassial regime ~! 0; n!1(n stands olletively for quantum numbers), n~ = onst. is ahieved byimposing Jk = nk~; thenEfng = H  ~ NXk=1mknk! (15)showing large degeneray of the spetrum of superintegrable systems.This result an be ahieved as follows: de�ne~ak =pJke�i'k ; ~a�k =pJke+i'k : (16)These variables are de�ned globally and f~ak; ~a�l g = �iÆkl: One an try toquantize them; due to in general very ompliated harater of the transfor-mation (q; p)! ('; J) an attempt to onstrut the quantum ounterparts of~ak; ~a�k is plagued by ordering problems. In quasilassial regime reorderingsprodue, however, higher order terms in ~ so they are irrelevant. Conse-quently, in this regime one ar de�ne ~̂ak; ~̂a+k obeying[~̂ak; ~̂a+l ℄ = ~Ækl (17)and identify Jk � ~̂a+k ~̂ak � ~̂Nk:If one attempts to make the some reasoning with ~ak replaed ak; Eq. (6),it appears immediately that some energy levels are missing if some lk 6= 1:This an be understood if we note that âk � f( ~̂Nk)~̂alkk and f(X) is singularat X = 0: One has then to be very areful in bookkeeping of powers of ~:We would like to thank Piotr Kosi«ski and Tomasz Brzezi«ski for veryvaluable disussions and suggestions. Part of this note was ompleted duringa visit of C.G. at the University of Wales in Swansea and supported by B.C.grant WAR/992/147.
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